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Analysis of Evidence Notes; 

 

Date: 92917 to 10117  

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

discovered around the time of 

beginning a-new set of 

unearned legal trouble directs 

to turn to: how to convert unearned 

legal trouble  to earned legal  

protection? 

In any case: [areas: anthropology + criminology] 

[verification of evidence primarily attempted; at base cultural infliction [-cation] variation with regard to 

evidence based on; observational with & other knowledge with non-contrast to notes] 

to display; after quick scan  

consider [quick but thorough scan], consider; that such evidence-note propagation [sp?] maybe the 

subterranean [sp?] form from which culture is demonstrated; here also known as initiated.  

- -  - - - -  - - - [in layperson terms, too.] 
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- that scope training never happened and when you see it described [if even it is a hoax; i.e. for] 

unless specifically approved for heightened security like for example: through a reputable 

campus; expect that the describer only if validating the information; as a personal experience of 

it being its earned warrant into a higher or something akin stream: is committing likely 

international non-reformative crime.  

ex, es: you attend a small school for its specific reputable program and-or for some form of 

reputation, authentic it has as a career and knowledge avenue; when you are enrolled at the 

school: you hear about a specialized program at-the: school that is … such, such: all of which is 

able to not evidently verify. Outside of a few vagrant mentions; nobody you know really 

discusses that program : until you start to see students : a bunch of/ from the program as self-

identified; in a group doing something related specifically to the, that program.  

  Within a couple of years of this public display: the small school shuts down; having a 

community-wide discord; a larger school, reputable; seems not to suffer the same effect.  

  In any case; quite obvious, that training program never existed; there. It’s important to verify if 

itexists in general equivalency or other form, anywhere; if not needed in action-verification 

professionally; than [perhaps] on the side; just as an informational verification in that cultural 

geo-sphere with reference especially to: that, the potential culture connected to the, that t.p.  

[training program / t.p. ] 

[side note: 4th-5th grade advanced skill then, takes you far now.] 

 

a – when investigated executive command through such training program describes regular 

work belonging to somebody who is a diplomat at which level it can be just withstanding-ly 

excruciating; and unless the executive command is an actual diplomat, and-or in a form of 

working diplomat-training : such as actualized and approved militia forms.  

 

theme: diplomacy is 

theme music citation: Britney spears toxic 

 

[t.b.c.] 

 

[a few days ago: quick art made for this; description, brief: as the toxic “runners” wagon by; wish 

it were bye, and don’t want to see you before the bye, because you bug: envelope bouquet + 

pale blue petal assortment: the fortune tool; for next v blog, posting[s]] 
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